
eamplify your life!
el Manage your
time and data
with an electronic
organizer

New! Rolodex Pocket Planner
Radio Shack EC -334. Combines the practicality of
a paper planner with the efficiency of an elec-
tronic directory. Directory stores up to 110 names/
numbers, recalls items by scrolling or instantly
with "search." Planner organizes appointments,
reminders. Calculator, time -zone map, conver-
sions for US/metric. 3 x 43/4 x3/4" (folded). With
CR1616 battery. 65.855 19.95

New! Data Directory and Scheduler
Radio Shack EC -336. A pocket planner that helps
you manage time, money and information. Stores
up to 500 names/numbers with instant recall of
stored listings. Scheduler with alarm keeps you on
time for appointments. 12 -digit calculator, clock/
calendar, up/down timer, currency exchanger.
Stores balances of up to six bank or credit card
accounts. 29/16x 41/8 x1/4". With CR2032 bat-
tery. 65-857 29.95
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New! Rolodex Executive Planner, The Common -Sense Breakthrough
Radio Shack EC -335. Combines an easy -to -use electronic directory with the most practi-
cal paper planner you've ever used. 48K directory stores up to 800 comprehensive entries.
Planner organizes your calendar-appointments, reminders, anniversaries. Infrared trans-
mitter for sharing data with another Executive Planner. 4 x 69/8 x 3/4" (folded). Genuine
kid -leather case. With CR2430 and CR1616 batteries. (TSP) 65-856 99.95

(3)

Enjoy Instant Access to Information You Need for Daily Business Tasks

(1) EC -331 Data Organizer/Scheduler. This super
value has a phone directory, scheduler with alarm,
memo file, count-up/down timer, 12 -digit calcula-
tor, clock/calendar and a special memory for holding
the balances of up to six bank or credit-card ac-
counts. Stores over 100 names/numbers. 33/8 x
21/8 x1/4". With 2 CR2016 batteries. 65-948, 19.95
(2) EC -328 Calculator With Data Memory. Full -
function calculator plus an easy -to -use data direc-
tory. Stores up to 50 names in alphabetical order,
making it easy to find a name by scrolling. Or use
search function to locate an item instantly. Foreign
currency exchanger and metric conversion. 21/2 x
3'/8 x 3/8". With CR2025 battery. 65-944, 12.95

(3) EC -333 Rolodex Directory Telephone Dialer. An
incredibly efficient combination data organizer and
speed dialer! Stores up to 1000 names and phone
numbers-instantly recalls any entry, then dials the
number with just the touch of a button. Entries are
automatically alphabetized and can be recalled by
either the person's name or company name. Or
quickly flip through the list using one of two Rolodex
knobs. Up to 30 lines per entry for adding an address
and other information. Special file lets you write your-
self memos which appear on future dates. Built-in
calendar, clock, calculator. 73/4 x 61/2 x 41/16". Re-
quires 4 "AA" batteries. Was $89.95 in 1992 Cata-
log. (TSP) 65.950 New Low Price! 69.95
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